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Integrate the power of DarkOwl’s data directly
into your existing technology

Access Large, Specific Darknet Data Sets
If your use case for darknet data utilization requires large export of search results for
analysis, including correlation with OSINT data, the DarkOwl Search API is ideal. The
Search API allows you to integrate darknet data directly into your existing technology
or platform. The Search API queries the entirety of the DarkOwl dataset, including 8+
years of preserved and searchable archive.

Search Endpoint

Search API alows you to query DarkOwl’s
unparalleled darknet dataset, using a variety of
query parameters including wildcards, regex and
Boolean logic and operators, proximity, DARKINT
Scores, and response options including individual
documents or up to 100 characters around your
search term.

Comprehensive

Sources span multiple intelligence points,
including I2P, Tor, darknet marketplaces, Open FTP,
underground forums, ZeroNet, Data Breaches,
IRC, paste sites, high-risk surface web, and more
addresses belonging to a certain type of major
cryptocurrency.

Automated Features

With Search API you can save your searches to
automatically run on a schedule and alert profile
you specify posted.

Clear Documentation

Access Search API resources & additional details.

Filters

Search natively in 47 languages, create powerful,
targeted searches with Boolean operators, regular
expressions or filters, retrieve full text document
results, as well as associated metadata including
source URL/URI and entities.

Learn more at DarkOwl.com

Superior Darknet Data Powering Better Decisions

We illuminate
the Darknet

DarkOwl is the industry’s leading provider of darknet data. We
offer the world’s largest commercially available database of
information continuously collected from the darknet, allowing
our customers the ability to turn this data into a powerful tool
to identify risk at scale and drive better decision making. Our
platform tools allow users to parse and analyze the data for
specific use cases, and our database is updated from tens of
thousands of sites across multiple darknets every day.
DarkOwl is unique not only in the depth and breadth of its
darknet data, but also in the relevance and searchability of
its data, its investigation tools, and its passionate customer
service. As importantly, DarkOwl data is ethically and safely
collected from the darknet, allowing users secure and
anonymous access to information and threats relevant to
their mission. Our passion, our focus, and our expertise is the
darknet.

Our financial clients have benefited from having visibility
into potentially compromised information including, Bank
Identification Numbers (BINs), credit card numbers, bank
statements, payment application login credentials, among
many others. The Entities API makes it easy to search by
type of cryptocurrency, and for specific crypto wallets.

Did You Know?

Powerful Tools Designed to Find, Monitor,
and Quantify Risks Emerging from the Darknet
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